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In the past two decades, step-indexed logical relations and separation logics have both come to play a major role in semantics and verification research. More recently, they have been married together in the form of step-indexed separation logics like VST, iCAP, and Iris, which provide powerful tools for (among other things) building semantic models of richly typed languages like Rust. In these logics, propositions are given semantics using a step-indexed model, and step-indexed reasoning is reflected into the logic through the so-called “later” modality. On the one hand, this modality provides an elegant, high-level account of step-indexed reasoning; on the other hand, when used in sufficiently sophisticated ways, it can become a nuisance, turning perfectly natural proof strategies into dead ends.

In this work, we introduce later credits, a new technique for escaping later-modality quagmires. By leveraging the second ancestor of these logics—separation logic—later credits turn “the right to eliminate a later” into an ownable resource, which is subject to all the traditional modular reasoning principles of separation logic. We develop the theory of later credits in the context of Iris, and present several challenging examples of proofs and proof patterns which were previously not possible in Iris but are now possible due to later credits.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, step-indexed logical relations and separation logics have both come to play a major role in semantics and verification research. Step-indexed logical relations, developed originally as part of the Foundational Proof-Carrying Code project [Appel and McAllester 2001; Ahmed et al. 2002], have since become an indispensable tool for building semantic models of modern type systems—such as those of Scala [Giarrusso et al. 2020] and Rust [Jung et al. 2018a]—which include “cyclic features” like recursive subtyping and higher-order state [Ahmed 2004; Birkedal et al. 2011]. Separation logic [Reynolds 2002], though aimed originally at verifying sequential, pointer-manipulating programs, has grown into an entire subfield of program verification, spawning numerous variants—separation logics (plural)—which have extended it to support a wide range of challenging features, notably concurrency [O’Hearn 2007].

In recent years, these two independent developments have been married together in the form of step-indexed separation logics—separation logics, such as VST [Cao et al. 2018], iCAP [Svendsen and Birkedal 2014], and Iris [Jung et al. 2015, 2016; Krebbers et al. 2017a; Jung et al. 2018b], in which propositions are given semantics using a step-indexed model. Step-indexed separation logics enrich traditional separation logic with new and powerful mechanisms like first-class storable locks [Buisse et al. 2011], impredicative invariants [Svendsen and Birkedal 2014] and higher-order ghost state [Jung et al. 2016], mechanisms which have no precedent in prior work because they fundamentally depend on the integration of step-indexing and separation logic. These new mechanisms have proven useful in verifying correctness of fine-grained concurrent data structures [Jung et al. 2015], building semantic models of higher-order, imperative, and concurrent languages [Jung et al. 2018a; Dang et al. 2020], and deriving custom program logics for a variety of application domains [Hinrichsen et al. 2019; Krogh-Jespersen et al. 2020; Chajed et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2021].

In this paper, we focus on an important and unsung feature of step-indexed separation logics: the “later” (\(\triangleright\)) modality [Appel et al. 2007]. Although it has been glossed over in much of the literature
as an esoteric technical detail best left to the experts, the later modality is in fact central to how step-indexed separation logics work because it makes it possible to do step-indexed reasoning at a higher level of abstraction. Specifically, propositions $P$ in step-indexed logics are interpreted as predicates over a step-index $n$ (intuitively: "$P$ holds true for $n$ steps of computation"), and $\triangleright P$ is defined to be true at step-index $n$ if $P$ is true at step-index $n - 1$ (i.e., $\triangleright P$ means that $P$ will hold after one step of computation). As such, the later modality provides a high-level way of formalizing step-indexed arguments without being forced to reason about step-indices directly and engage in tedious "step-index arithmetic" as in earlier formulations of step-indexing [Dreyer et al. 2011].

However, in practice, the later modality is often viewed as a "necessary evil". Laters typically pop up in hypotheses when one unfolds an implicitly recursive construction (such as the impredicative invariants mentioned above), and for good reason: the laters serve as "guards" preventing paradoxes of circular reasoning [Jung et al. 2018b, §3.3, §8.2]. But once $\triangleright P$ appears in a hypothesis, the name of the game is figuring out how to eliminate the guarding "\triangleright" in order to make use of the proposition $P$.

This brings us to our main topic: the later elimination problem. Although there exist a number of techniques for eliminating laters in step-indexed proofs, there are several known situations where none of these techniques apply, thus ruling natural proof strategies out of consideration and in some cases making it unclear how to carry out the proof at all. In this paper, we propose a new technique for escaping these unfortunate situations by exploiting the fact that we are working in a separation logic. Specifically, we treat "the right to eliminate a later" as an ownable resource and then apply standard separation-logic reasoning to that resource. We realize this idea through a new logical mechanism we call later credits, and we demonstrate its effectiveness on a range of interesting use cases. But before we explain how later credits work and where they shine, let us begin by illustrating the later elimination problem with a concrete example.

The later elimination problem. To illustrate the problem, we first have to understand both the motivation for step-indexing and its limitations. We explain both with a concrete example: impredicative invariants in the step-indexed separation logic Iris [Jung et al. 2018b]. In Iris, invariants $\mathbb{R}$ are used to share state between program threads. For example, we can pick $\mathbb{R} \triangleq \exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \rightarrow n$ to share access to the location $\ell$ and, at the same time, constrain $\ell$ to only store natural numbers. Once the invariant $\mathbb{R}$ is established, we can use it (called "opening it") by applying Iris’s invariant opening rule. This rule is central enough to Iris that it was presented on page 1 of the original "Iris 1.0" paper [Jung et al. 2015], albeit in the following, “simplified for presentation purposes” form (and we will return to what is simplified about it in a moment):

$$\{R \triangleright P\} e \{R \triangleright Q\} \quad e \text{ physically atomic}$$

$$\mathbb{R} \vdash \{P\} e \{Q\}$$

The rule says that if we open the invariant $\mathbb{R}$, then we can assume $R$ in our precondition and have to show $R$ holds again after evaluating $e$. Importantly, the rule is restricted to atomic expressions (i.e., expressions that only take a single step). Without this restriction, other threads that are interleaved with $e$ could potentially observe inconsistent states in which $R$ does not hold.

What makes these invariants impredicative is that the $R$ in $\mathbb{R}$ can be an arbitrary Iris proposition: it can for example include Hoare triples or other impredicative invariant assertions. Impredicativity makes these invariants quite powerful: they enable reasoning about higher-order stateful programs (i.e., programs storing functions in memory) and defining logical relations in step-indexed separation logic [Frumin et al. 2018, 2021]. Unfortunately, the price of their power is that their model is cyclic—cyclic to the extent that naive models of $\mathbb{R}$ are not well-founded (i.e., inductive or co-inductive
definitions do not suffice). To obtain a well-founded model of $[R]$, the only known approach is to stratify the cyclic construction using step-indexing [Svendsen and Birkedal 2014; Jung et al. 2018b].

However, as explained above, a side effect of using step-indexing to resolve cycles in the model of invariants is that, when invariants are used (i.e., opened), it is necessary to introduce a later modality, which acts as a “guard” to protect against paradoxically circular reasoning. In particular, the invariant opening rule presented above is an oversimplification; Iris’s real invariant opening rule is the following:

$$\{ R \ast P \} e \{ v. R \ast Q \} \mathcal{E} \mathcal{N} \quad N \subseteq \mathcal{E} \quad e \text{ physically atomic}$$

$$[R]^{N} \vdash \{ P \} e \{ v. Q \} \mathcal{E}$$

Most of these additional details are not relevant to our discussion. First of all, note that the Hoare triples now bind a return value $v$ in the postcondition $Q$: this is simply to allow $Q$ to talk about the result of evaluating $e$. Second, note that invariant assertions are now annotated with a namespace $N$, and Hoare triples with a mask $\mathcal{E}$. These mechanisms are needed to keep track of which invariants are currently open or closed, and to avoid reentrancy (i.e., opening the same invariant twice while reasoning about a single step of computation). We will return to namespaces and masks in §2, but they are not our main focus in the present discussion.

Third and most importantly, note the two occurrences of the later modality ($\triangleright$) in the pre and post of the premise, which are an artifact of the step-indexed model of impredicative invariants. After applying this rule, the user needs to eliminate the “$\triangleright$” guarding $R$ in the pre, so that they can use $R$ in verifying $e$. Toward this end, Iris presently offers three options:

1. **Timeless propositions.** For the subclass of so-called timeless propositions—which include propositions that are pure (e.g., $\text{even}(n)$) or assert only first-order ownership (e.g., $\ell \mapsto 42$)—laters can be eliminated because the model of these propositions ignores the step-index.

2. **Commuting rules.** The later modality commutes with most logical connectives (e.g., existential quantification and separating conjunction). Thus, in many cases, we can use commuting rules to move the later out of the way.

3. **Program steps.** With every program step, we can eliminate a guarding later. More precisely, if $P$ is guarded by a later before the step, then the later can be removed after the step. (This corresponds to the intuition that $\triangleright P$ means “$P$ will hold after one step of computation”.)

The problem is that there are cases where none of these techniques apply. We illustrate such a case with an example: nested invariants.\footnote{We use nested invariants here, because they are one of the simpler examples to illustrate where the existing practices are not enough. In practice, most proofs do not need to use nested invariants. However, plenty of proofs put other (more complicated) step-indexed assertions into invariants, and then guarding laters cause trouble (e.g., see §3 and §4).} Consider the invariant:

$$\exists \ell. \exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n^{N_{1}} \ast y \mapsto_{\text{ghost}} \ell^{N_{2}}$$

Here, the location $\ell$ is existentially quantified and connected to a logical identifier $y$ through a “ghost link” $y \mapsto_{\text{ghost}} \ell$ (a piece of “ghost state” which is not present in the program, but useful for its verification). If we need the contents of the inner invariant ($\exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n$) to justify the next step, then we are in a quandary. If we open the outer invariant, we get $\exists \ell. \exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n^{N_{1}} \ast y \mapsto_{\text{ghost}} \ell^{N_{2}}$. After applying commuting and timelessness rules, and eliminating the existential, we are left with $\exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n^{N_{1}}$ and $y \mapsto_{\text{ghost}} \ell$. At this point, we have a later guarding $\exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n^{N_{1}}$ and are therefore stuck: invariants are not timeless (eliminating the first option), there is nothing to commute (eliminating the second option), and we need $\ell \mapsto n$ before (i.e., as a precondition for verifying) the next step (eliminating the third option).
As we will see in this paper, the case of nested invariants is not an isolated one. There are a number of realistic scenarios in step-indexed separation logics—not common scenarios exactly, but ones that do occur periodically—where none of the “standard” later elimination options apply. At present, the only way of handling such scenarios is to attempt some non-trivial, non-local refactoring of the proof structure—or to admit defeat.

**Later credits.** In this paper, we present a fourth option for later elimination—*later credits*. Later credits support what we call *amortized step-indexed reasoning*—eliminating laters based on previous program steps. The basic idea of amortized reasoning is that we decouple the proof steps where laters are eliminated from the proof steps where we execute the program. Instead of eliminating one later after every program step (option 3 above), we obtain a credit $1$ after every program step—a *later credit*. This credit can subsequently be used anywhere in the rest of the proof that we want to eliminate a later modality, not just the present step. For example, we can save a credit $1$ from one step, keep it for two subsequent steps, and then use it before the next step to eliminate a later guarding an invariant assertion. In particular, the credit $1$ can also be used as part of purely logical reasoning where there is no program in sight.

The reader may wonder whether later credits are really a backdoor for reintroducing into the logic the kind of explicit step-index manipulation that the later modality was designed to avoid. The answer is no: because unlike step-indices, later credits are implemented as *resources* in a separation logic, and hence they inherit all the modular reasoning principles associated with resources in a separation logic. To wit: if we “own” $1$ (e.g., it is in our precondition), then we alone get to decide how we want to spend it without any interference from other parts of the program/proof. If we want to spend it to eliminate a later, then we can do so with a credit spending rule. If we want to share it with other functions, then we can pass it to them as part of their precondition. If we want to keep it to ourselves during a function call, then we can frame it around the function call. If we want to share it with other threads, then we can put it into an invariant that is shared with those threads. In short, we can reason about later credits using all the standard reasoning patterns that are available for resources in separation logic. None of this is possible with step-index manipulation.

The reasoning that later credits enable has two kinds of applications: First, it can simplify existing proofs. Later credits can help where step-indexing previously got in the way and cluttered the proofs. Second, the reasoning can enable proofs which were seemingly not possible with standard later elimination techniques. We will see examples of both kinds of applications in the paper.

**Contributions.** Our main contributions are later credits and the amortized step-indexing technique that they enable. We develop both as an extension of the step-indexed separation logic Iris. We explain later credits (in §2), discuss their soundness (in §5), and show how they complement existing approaches to eliminate multiple laters per step (in §6). We demonstrate the use of later credits with two flagship examples (one of each kind):

1. **New proofs.** One interesting application of step-indexed logical relations in prior work has been in proving that expressions in higher-order stateful languages can be reordered [Krogh-Jespersen et al. 2017; Timany et al. 2018]. However, due to trouble with the later modality, the step-indexed logical relations of prior work can only handle very restricted forms of reordering operations with shared higher-order state (e.g., ones using shared, but immutable state). In §3, we show how later credits make it possible to prove much more sophisticated reorderings, in particular for JavaScript-inspired promises.

2. **Proof simplification.** One of the original *raisons d’être* of Iris was proving *logical atomicity* for concurrent data structures. Sadly, step-indexing has always caused trouble for logical atomicity, sometimes ruling out natural and perfectly valid proof strategies and requiring
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Separation Logic:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{Frame} & \text{UpdReturn} & \text{UpdBind} & \text{UpdExec} \\
\{P\} e \{v. Q\} & P \vdash P & (\Rightarrow P) * (P \Rightarrow Q) \vdash \Rightarrow Q & \{\Rightarrow P\} e \{v. Q\} \\
\{P * R\} e \{v. Q * R\} & & & \\
\end{array}
\]

Step-Indexing:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{LaterIntro} & \text{LaterMono} & \text{Löb} & \text{PureStep} \\
P \vdash P & P \vdash P & (P \Rightarrow P) \vdash P & \{P\} e_2 \{v. Q\} \vdash pure e_2 \\
\text{Timeless} & \text{LaterExists} & & \\
\{P * Q\} e \{v. R\} & \text{timeless}(Q) & X \text{ non-empty} & \\
\vdash P \triangleright P & & & \{\Rightarrow P\} e_1 \{v. Q\} \\
\text{InvAlloc} & \text{InvOpen} & & \\
R \vdash \{P\} e \{w. Q\} & (R * P) \vdash \{v. \triangleright R * Q\}_E \vdash N \subseteq E & e \text{ phys. atomic} & \{R\} \vdash \{P\} e \{v. Q\}_E \\
\{P \triangleright R\} e \{w. Q\} & N \subseteq E & \\
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 1. A selection of Iris’s proof rules.

“ugly” workarounds [Jung 2019]. In §4, we show how to avoid such workarounds by instead using later credits to implement simpler and more intuitive proofs of logical atomicity.

Besides these flagship examples, we develop several smaller case studies to demonstrate usefulness of later credits (in §6). We develop a form of prepaid invariants, which can be opened around physically atomic instructions without a guarding later, and we show that later credits can be used to prove the kind of “reverse refinements” introduced by Svendsen et al. [2016] without requiring the transfinite step-indexing model that Svendsen et al. needed. We have mechanized later credits [Anonymous 2021] and all of the above examples in Coq using the Iris Proof Mode [Krebbers et al. 2017b, 2018]. Further technical details are included in the supplementary material.

2 LATER CREDITS IN A NUTSHELL

In this section, we explain the key ideas behind later credits in Iris (in §2.2). Before we do so, we first review the principles of Iris upon which later credits are built (in §2.1). Readers well-versed in Iris can skip subsection §2.1, and proceed directly to §2.2.

2.1 An Iris Primer

As Iris is a step-indexed separation logic, its reasoning principles (excerpt shown in Figure 1) rest on two pillars: separation logic and step-indexing.

**Separation logic.** Iris offers the standard connectives of separation logic: separating conjunction \(P * Q\), the points-to assertion \(\ell \mapsto v\), and Hoare triples \(\{P\} e \{v. Q\}\). Similar to traditional Hoare logic, the Hoare triple \(\{P\} e \{v. Q\}\) expresses that under precondition \(P\) the expression \(e\) terminates in a value \(v\) satisfying postcondition \(Q\), or \(e\) diverges. The distinguishing feature of separation logic is that propositions not only assert facts about the state of the program, but also convey ownership of said state. That is, if an expression \(e\) has \(\ell \mapsto 42\) in its precondition, then it not only knows that \(\ell\) currently stores 42 in the heap, but also that no other program part can modify \(\ell\) while it owns...
∃\mathcal{r} \to 42. For example, in separation logic it is trivial to prove

$$\{\mathtt{True}\} \ f() \ \{\mathtt{True}\}$$

$$\{r \mapsto 0\} \ r \leftarrow 42; f();!r \ \{v:v = 42 \land r \mapsto 42\}$$

In our precondition, we have ownership of \(r \mapsto 0\). This enables us to store the value 42 in \(r\), leaving us with ownership of \(r \mapsto 42\). The subsequent call to \(f\) does not interfere with this ownership, meaning we retain it over the duration of the call and can still use it afterwards. Then, since we have ownership of \(r \mapsto 42\), we can prove the read \(!r\) results in 42. This form of ownership reasoning is made possible with the characteristic rule of separation logic, the framing rule \texttt{Frame}, which we can use to frame \(r \mapsto 42\) around the call of \(f()\), and get it back after the execution of \(f()\).

On top of the above ownership reasoning over heap fragments, Iris offers an additional form of ownership reasoning: reasoning about resources. Resources are a form of ghost state: state that is not physically present in the program but useful for its verification. Resources will be a vital ingredient in the later credits mechanism. To understand how they work, we consider an example: a fine-grained concurrent (i.e., that does not use locking), monotone counter (i.e., that only increases in value). As depicted in Figure 2, our counter offers three methods: we can create a counter with \texttt{mk_counter} (implemented as a reference internally), we can read its value with \texttt{get} (implemented by reading the reference), and we can increment its value with \texttt{inc} (implemented with the concurrency primitive \texttt{FAA}, which does an atomic fetch-and-add and returns the old value).

In Iris, we can specify this counter with a predicate \(\text{counter}(c,n)\), which expresses that the value of counter \(c\) is currently at least \(n\). Importantly, \(\text{counter}(c,n)\) only expresses that the counter value is “at least \(n\)” and not “exactly \(n\)”, because we are considering a concurrent counter. That is, the counter can be shared between threads, and, after we have observed the counter value (e.g., with a \texttt{get}), other threads can increment it, invalidating any assumptions about its exact value (but not about lower bounds). We define the counter predicate with an invariant and resources:

$$\text{counter}(c,n) \triangleq \exists \gamma. \ \exists m \in \mathbb{N}. \ c \mapsto m \cdot \mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N \land \mathtt{lb}_\gamma(n)$$

We use the invariant \(\exists m : \mathbb{N}. \ c \mapsto m \cdot \mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N\) to share ownership of \(c \mapsto m\) between threads. Each thread that knows about the invariant can open it for an atomic step to get ownership of \(c \mapsto m\) and \(\mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N\), and has to return both after the step. Since the invariant assertion only represents knowledge, not exclusive ownership, it can be duplicated and, hence, shared with other threads. We already know the assertion \(c \mapsto m\) inside the invariant conveys ownership of the location \(c\), in this case storing the counter value \(m\). The assertion \(\mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N\) is an exclusively owned resource with name \(\gamma\). More precisely, it is a monotonically growing resource (i.e., \(m\) can only be increased), which ensures that the value stored at location \(c\) is never decreased. The duplicable assertion \(\mathtt{lb}_\gamma(n)\), part of the definition of \(\text{counter}(c,n)\), is another resource. It is a lower bound on the monotonically growing resource \(\mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N\). Thus, if we own \(\mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N\) and \(\mathtt{lb}_\gamma(n)\), then we can deduce \(m \geq n\) (i.e., \(\mathtt{mono}_\gamma(m)^N \cdot \mathtt{lb}_\gamma(n) \vdash m \geq n\)). For our counter, this rule is the key to proving the specification of \texttt{get}, because it allows us to deduce that the return value is at least \(n\).
Above, we have seen how to use ghost state in the form of resources to augment the physical state in our proofs. What we have not discussed yet is how we modify ghost state. For example, in the verification of inc, we need to update \( \text{mono}_r(n) \) to \( \text{mono}_r(n+1) \) to match the value of the counter. To modify resources, Iris has a designated modality: the update modality \( \Rightarrow \). Intuitively, \( \Rightarrow P \) means \( P \) holds after (possibly) performing some updates to the resources.

Understanding the basics of the update modality is essential for understanding later credits, so we take a closer look. First, each resource type (like the monotone counter) comes with resource-specific update rules. For example, the update rule for monotone counters is \( \text{mono}_r(n) \Leftarrow \Rightarrow \text{mono}_r(n+1) \Leftarrow i.e., we can update the ownership of \( \text{mono}_r(n) \) to ownership of \( \text{mono}_r(n+1) \) and \( \text{lb}_r(n+1) \).

Besides the resource-specific rules, there are three important update rules: \text{UpdReturn}, \text{UpdBind}, and \text{UpdExec}. The first two rules essentially express that the update modality is a monad: we can construct a no-op update with \text{UpdReturn} (the monadic return), and we can compose two updates with \text{UpdBind} (the monadic bind). In the rule \text{UpdBind}, the so-called magic wand \( P \Leftarrow Q \) may be understood as an implication which transfers ownership. In other words, if we own \( P \Leftarrow Q \) and are willing to give up ownership of \( P \), then we get back ownership of \( Q \). The third rule, \text{UpdExec}, shows how we can execute the update modality (read bottom to top): if we have an update in our precondition (e.g., from updating \( \text{mono}_r(n) \) to \( \text{mono}_r(n+1) \)), then we can execute the update and proceed with reasoning about the precondition \( P \). Put differently, whenever we are verifying programs with Hoare triples, we can update resources at will.

**Step-indexing.** The second pillar of Iris is step-indexing. Recall (from §1) that instead of reasoning explicitly about predicates over natural numbers, Iris takes the “logical approach” to step-indexing with the later modality \( \triangleright P \) [Appel et al. 2007]. Intuitively, the later modality expresses that \( P \) will hold after the next program step. To illustrate how that works in practice, we consider an example: verifying partial correctness of an infinite loop in Iris. That is, we show that once \( \text{loop} \) holds, where \( \text{loop} \triangleq \text{rec} \text{loop } x = \text{loop } x \).

To prove the triple \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \), we need recursive reasoning. Unfortunately, because loop does not terminate, there is no inductive argument that we can use to prove \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \). For such cases, step-indexed separation logics offer Löb induction, which can be understood as a coinduction principle. The Löb rule says that if we want to prove a property \( P \), then we can assume the property \( P \) holds later (i.e., \( \triangleright P \)). In this rule, the later modality \( \triangleright \) acts as a guard—it prevents us from using \( P \) directly (which would make proving any proposition trivial). To eliminate the guarding later, we can execute a program step. For example, we can apply the rule \text{PureStep}, which enables us to eliminate a later from the precondition when we take a pure step (i.e., a step without non-determinism and state).

For our proof of the triple \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \), Löb induction and the rule \text{PureStep} suffice. First, with Löb induction, we assume the triple \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \) already holds later (i.e., we assume \( \triangleright \Phi_{\text{loop}} \)) and continue to show \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \). Next, we execute \( \text{loop } () \) for one pure step using \text{PureStep} (since \( \text{loop } () \rightarrow_{\text{pure}} \text{loop } () \)). Afterwards, we are again left with the goal \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \), but we have eliminated the guarding later from our assumption by taking a step. Thus, all that remains to prove is the trivial goal \( \Phi_{\text{loop}} \Leftarrow \Phi_{\text{loop}} \).

However, there is more to step-indexing and the later modality than just coinduction. Other parts of Iris can hook into Iris’s step-indexing mechanism to resolve their own cyclic dependencies. In the introduction, we have already encountered one example: impredicative invariants [Svendsen and Birkedal 2014]. Recall that when we open an impredicative invariant\(^2\) \( \mathbb{R}^N \), then its contents \( R \) are

\(^2\)As mentioned in §1, invariants carry a namespace \( N \) and Hoare triples carry a mask \( E \) (as do updates “\( \triangleright \)”, which we will explain in §3). This allows us to prevent reentrancy, i.e., opening the same invariant twice at the same time—taking out the same resources from an invariant twice would lead to unsoundness. Namespaces and masks are orthogonal to later credits and clutter the presentation, so we omit them here and state the full rules in the supplementary material.
guaranteed by a later (see \texttt{InvOpen}). The reason that later modalities show up here is that impredicative invariants are cyclic, and step-indexing is used to stratify these cycles in the model of Iris.

Once we have opened an invariant, we are confronted with a guarding later modality. Unfortunately, while introducing and reasoning under a later modality is easy (see \texttt{LaterIntro} and \texttt{LaterMono}), eliminating them can be challenging. Sometimes, we get lucky and the later eliminations align with program steps (e.g., in the proof of $\Phi_{\loop}$). However, often, they do not. Then we still have two options available: \textit{later commuting rules} and \textit{timeless propositions}. We explain both with the counter from Figure 2. In the verification of get, we have to open the counter invariant and obtain $\implies (\exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n \ast \text{mono}_\gamma(n))$. Using the commuting rules \texttt{LaterExists} and \texttt{LaterSep}, we can move the later inwards and obtain $(\exists n : \mathbb{N}. \ell \mapsto n \ast \text{mono}_\gamma(n))$. Since $\ell \mapsto n$ is timeless, meaning it is independent of Iris’s step-indexing mechanism, we can use the rule \texttt{Timeless} and the fact $\text{timeless}(\ell \mapsto n)$ to eliminate the guarding later from $\ell \mapsto n$. Without the guarding later, we can then use $\ell \mapsto n$ to justify the load from $\ell$.

In some cases, however, none of these techniques (\textit{i.e.}, eliminating laters after steps, commuting rules, and timelessness) apply. For such cases, we now introduce a fourth option: \textit{later credits}.

### 2.2 Later Credits in Iris

The later credits mechanism (whose rules are shown in Figure 3) rests on two central pieces: a new resource $\ell n$, called the \textit{later credits}, and a new update modality $\implies_{\ell e} P$, called the \textit{later elimination update}. Intuitively, one can think of owning $\ell n$ as the right to eliminate $n$ later modalities, and of the later elimination update $\implies_{\ell e} P$ as an extension of Iris’s update modality that additionally allows updating $\ast P$ to $P$ using later credits. The later credits mechanism factors into two parts:

1. \textbf{We receive} later credits by taking program steps. For example, we receive one later credit $\ell 1$ by executing a pure step with \texttt{PureStep}. After the program step, the new credit becomes available in the precondition of the Hoare triple of the successor expression $e_2$. (The proof rules for load, store, allocation, etc. similarly generate one credit after the step.) Once we have received credits, we can combine and split them freely with \texttt{CreditSplit}.

2. \textbf{We spend} later credits through later elimination updates $\implies_{\ell e}$. That is, with \texttt{LEUpdLater} we can give up a credit $\ell 1$, and, in exchange, eliminate a later modality by updating $\ast P$ to $P$. In particular, we can use this rule to eliminate a guarding later from one of our assumptions. Once we own $\implies_{\ell e} P$, these updates can be executed as usual. For example, just like standard updates $\implies P$, we can execute them in the precondition of Hoare triples with \texttt{LEUpdExec}.

Have we just managed to replace one modality ($\ast$) with another one ($\implies_{\ell e}$)? No, far from it. There are two key distinctions between the two modalities. The first one is that $\implies_{\ell e} P$ can be executed virtually everywhere in the logic, whereas the elimination of laters is quite restricted (as we have

---

**Fig. 3.** A selection of proof rules for later credits.
explained above). To integrate \( \Rightarrow_{le} P \) into Iris, we replace the update \( \Rightarrow P \) with \( \Rightarrow_{le} P \) in most of Iris. This modification allows us to execute \( \Rightarrow_{le} P \) everywhere that we could execute \( \Rightarrow P \) before.

The second key distinction is that \( \Rightarrow_{le} \) is more compositional. Analogous to \( \Rightarrow \), \( \Rightarrow_{le} \) is a monad with \texttt{LEUpdReturn} and \texttt{LEUpdBind}, whereas \( \triangleright \) is not (it is only an applicative functor). Since it is a monad, we can use \texttt{LEUpdBind} to accumulate and compose updates. For example, it is trivial to prove transitivity (i.e., \( \Rightarrow_{le} \Rightarrow_{le} P \triangleright \Rightarrow_{le} P \)).

Later credits in action. As a first illustration of later credits, we show how they address a limitation of step-indexed reasoning about later eliminations as an ownable resource, which can be passed around using the rules of separation logic. This kind of reasoning is essential in the examples that follow, in which we frame credits for several steps (in §3) and even exchange them through invariants (in §4 and §6.1).

3 LATER CREDITS FOR REORDERING REFINEMENTS

For our first application of later credits, we show how they address a limitation of step-indexed logical relations that arises when proving reordering refinements. In a reordering refinement, we want to prove that two expressions \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) are independent in the sense that their execution order is not observable. More specifically, this means we want to show

\[
e_2; e_1 \leq_{ctx} e_1; e_2 \quad \text{or, more generally,} \quad e_1 \parallel e_2 \leq_{ctx} (e_1, e_2)
\]

where \( e_1 \parallel e_2 \) denotes the parallel composition of \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) (returning the pair of their result values). One way to prove such a contextual refinement is with a step-indexed logical relation. That is, for \( e_1, e_2 : \tau \) we show \( e_1 \parallel e_2 \leq_{log} (e_1, e_2) : \tau \times \tau \) where \( \leq_{log} \) is a step-indexed relation implying \( \leq_{ctx} \).

However, with step-indexed logical relations, it is difficult to prove reordering refinements involving shared higher-order state. This is unfortunate, since such state is one of the main reasons for using step-indexing in the first place. The difficulty arises because laters are eliminated asymmetrically in these relations: when proving a logical refinement of the form \( e \leq_{log} e' : \tau \), only steps of \( e \) allow elimination of laters. However, for a reordering refinement like \( e_2; e_1 \leq_{log} e_1; e_2 : 1 \), the laters eliminated when stepping \( e_2 \) on the left could be too “early” to help with eliminating laters needed for reasoning about \( e_2 \) on the right. Later credits resolve this issue by letting us save credits from the execution of \( e_2 \) on the left and use them when reasoning about \( e_2 \) on the right.
promise : 1 → pr(𝜏)

promise() ⇣ (mklock(), ref(none), ref([]))

resolve : pr(𝜏) × 𝜏 → 1

resolve((l, r, c), a) ⇣ lock(l); case !r of some(b) ⇒ unlock(l); abort()
| none ⇒ let fs = !c; r ← some(a); unlock(l); app (λf. f(a)) fs

then : pr(𝜏) × (τ → 1) → 1

then((l, r, c), f) ⇣ lock(l); case !r of some(a) ⇒ unlock(l); f(a)
| none ⇒ c ← f :: !c; unlock(l)

Fig. 4. Promise implementation in HeapLang.

This allows us to reorder operations using shared, mutable, higher-order state, which is beyond the scope of previous work [Krogh-Jespersen et al. 2017; Timany et al. 2018].

A motivating example. We will develop a general proof technique for reordering refinements, but to stay concrete, let us focus here on a specific example where later credits will be essential for the proof: promises. A promise, in languages such as JavaScript, represents the result of a delayed computation—the value is not available right away, but it is “promised” to be there eventually.

We can implement a simplified version of the mechanism (depicted in Figure 4) in Iris’s HeapLang. We promise a value of type 𝜏 with promise, select the value for the promise with resolve, and attach continuations 𝑓 : 𝜏 → 1 to a promise with then, which will be executed once the promise has been resolved. Internally, a promise consists of a reference for the result 𝑟, a list of continuations 𝑐, and a lock 𝑙 to protect the two. When a promise is resolved, the value is stored in 𝑟 and all continuations in 𝑐 are executed with the function app. (We explain the abort case shortly.) The operation then adds the continuation to the list if the promise is unresolved, or executes it with the value of the promise.

What is interesting about promises is that (under suitable conditions) their operations can be reordered. For example, if two continuations 𝑓 and 𝑔 are reorderable with respect to each other, then the order in which we attach them to a promise using then does not really matter. Similarly, if a promise is only ever resolved once, the order in which we call then and resolve does not matter either, since the attached callback will eventually be executed with the resolved value of the promise. Thus, for reorderable 𝑓 and 𝑔, we should be able to prove, for example,

then(p, f); then(p, g); resolve(p, a) ≤ctx then(p, g); resolve(p, a); then(p, f) : 1

To state this refinement precisely, we need to formalize the conditions on the use of then and resolve. To model when two functions 𝑓 and 𝑔 are reorderable with respect to each other, then the order in which we attach them to a promise using then does not really matter. Similarly, if a promise is only ever resolved once, the order in which we call then and resolve does not matter either, since the attached callback will eventually be executed with the resolved value of the promise. Thus, for reorderable 𝑓 and 𝑔, we should be able to prove, for example,

then(p, f); then(p, g); resolve(p, a) ≤ctx then(p, g); resolve(p, a); then(p, f) : 1

And as far as resolve is concerned, resolving a promise twice is typically considered an error. For example, in JavaScript a repeated resolve attempt has no effect. Thus, we simply rule out multiple resolve attempts in the promise implementation: we implement a second call to resolve as “safe-failure” (via abort, which just diverges).

But even once we have formalized these constraints, proving such a refinement remains challenging because the continuations stored in memory are a form of shared, higher-order state. That is where later credits come into the picture. They will enable us to construct a logical relation that can nevertheless prove this refinement. To do so, we start with Iris’s standard binary logical relation, ReLoC [Frumin et al. 2018, 2021] (in §3.1). We extend ReLoC with support for proving
reorderings by adapting ideas from Timany et al. [2018] (in §3.2). Finally, we show that later credits allow us to prove promise reorderings (in §3.3).

### 3.1 ReLoC: Logical Relations in Iris

ReLoC uses Iris’s program logic to define a logical relation. This requires a way to do relational reasoning about pairs of programs in Iris, instead of the unary reasoning about a single program that we have seen so far. To do relational reasoning, ReLoC uses a technique from CaReSL [Turon et al. 2013], in which a second program is represented by ghost state—as a ghost program so to speak (this technique has also been used in other binary logical relations in Iris [Krogh-Jespersen et al. 2017; Krebbers et al. 2017b; Tassarotti et al. 2017; Timany et al. 2018; Spies et al. 2021]). The ghost program has ghost state assertions of the form \( j \equiv e \), which mean that thread \( j \) in the ghost program is executing expression \( e \), and assertions of the form \( \ell \rightarrow v \), which mean that location \( \ell \) points to \( v \) in the ghost program’s memory. The ghost program is executed by updating the ghost assertions with the update modality. For example, to perform a store of \( w \) to location \( \ell \) in the ghost program, we have the rule \( j \Rightarrow (\ell \leftarrow w) * \ell \rightarrow v \Rightarrow N_{\text{rel}} j \Rightarrow () * \ell \rightarrow w \), which reflects that the store returns () and the location stores the value \( w \) afterwards.

One thing we have not seen so far is a mask (here \( N_{\text{rel}} \)) on an update “\( \Rightarrow^* \)”. Iris’s updates can be used to open invariants, perform updates, and then close them again—all without taking a step:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{InvOpenUpd} & \\
& \frac{P \Rightarrow R \Rightarrow E \setminus N Q \Rightarrow R \quad N \subseteq E}{P \Rightarrow R \Rightarrow E Q}
\end{align*}
\]

In the ghost program rule, the namespace \( N_{\text{rel}} \) is only an implementation detail of ReLoC. Nevertheless, we emphasize the ability to open invariants around updates here, because it will be crucial in our example refinements (in §3.3).

In ReLoC, to prove a relational property about programs \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \), it suffices to prove a Hoare triple for \( e_1 \) in which the precondition has a ghost thread running \( e_2 \) in an arbitrary evaluation context \( K \). ReLoC defines a binary relation in Iris that expresses this pattern for an arbitrary postcondition \( P : (\text{Val} \times \text{Val}) \rightarrow i\text{Prop} \), where \( i\text{Prop} \) is the type of Iris assertions:

\[
(e_1 \leq e_2 : P) \equiv \forall j, K. (j \Rightarrow K[e_2]) e_1 \{v_1. \exists v_2. j \Rightarrow K[v_2] * P(v_1, v_2)\}
\]

The adequacy theorem of Iris then ensures that, if \( \text{True} \vdash e_1 \leq e_2 : P \) and \( e_1 \) terminates with value \( v_1 \), there exists an execution of \( e_2 \) in which it terminates with a value \( v_2 \) such that \( P(v_1, v_2) \) holds.

This definition of \( (\leq) \) treats the programs \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) asymmetrically. In particular, since the Hoare triple is about \( e_1 \), steps of \( e_1 \) get to eliminate laters. In contrast, \( e_2 \) is just a ghost program, so as it is executed, no laters are eliminated. Typically, this asymmetry is not a problem, because we are reasoning about the two programs “in sync”: by taking steps of \( e_1 \) at the same time as we perform steps of \( e_2 \), we can use the physical steps of \( e_1 \) to eliminate laters needed for reasoning about \( e_2 \).

Given the binary relation \( e_1 \leq e_2 : P \), defining the logical relation \( \Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq_{\text{log}} e_2 : \tau \) is relatively straightforward (depicted in Figure 5). First, we define a type interpretation \( \llbracket - \rrbracket : \text{Type} \rightarrow (\text{Val} \times \text{Val}) \rightarrow i\text{Prop} \), which maps every type \( \tau \) to an Iris relation on values \( \llbracket \tau \rrbracket \). Then, we define \( (\leq_{\text{log}}) \) by lifting \( (\leq) \) to open expressions. To simplify the explanation here, we leave out the details of how this approach scales to polymorphic and recursive types.

In the definition of \( \llbracket - \rrbracket \), the interesting cases are \( \tau \rightarrow \tau' \) and \( \tau \). The former says that two values are related at type \( \tau \rightarrow \tau' \), if whenever they are applied to values related at type \( \tau \), the resulting application expressions are related at the interpretation of \( \tau' \). In this case, we use Iris’s
Open Expressions

Let \( \Gamma = x_1 : \tau_1, \ldots, x_n : \tau_n \).

\[(\Gamma \vdash e \leq \text{log } e' : \tau) \equiv \forall v_1, v'_1, \ldots, v_n, v'_n. \]

\[\left( \star_{i=1, \ldots, n} \llbracket \tau \rrbracket (v_i, v'_i) \right) \vdash e[v_1/x_1] \cdots [v_n/x_n] \leq \text{log } e'[v'_1/x_1] \cdots [v'_n/x_n] : \tau \]

Fig. 5. Excerpt of ReLoC.

Persistence modalit\"y \( \Box \)\" to ensure values of type \( \tau \rightarrow \tau' \) can be used multiple times. In general, \( \Box P \) makes sure that \( P \) holds and that its proof does not depend on any exclusive resources.

For ref \( \tau \), the relation says that the two values must be locations, and we use an Iris invariant assertion that the two locations to always point to values that are related at type \( \tau \). The invariant here is implicitly making use of Iris’s step-indexing, which is what allows us to avoid the usual circularity issues that arise in defining logical relations for systems with higher-order mutable state [Ahmed 2004; Birkedal et al. 2011].

The logical relation has the following two key properties:

**Theorem 3.1 (Soundness).** If \( \Gamma \vdash e \leq \text{log } e_1 : \tau \) then \( \Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq \text{ctx } e_2 : \tau \)

**Theorem 3.2 (Fundamental Property).** If \( \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \) then \( \Gamma \vdash e \leq \text{log } e : \tau \)

The soundness theorem is what ensures that the logical relation is useful for proving contextual equivalences, and it follows from the adequacy of Iris. Meanwhile, the fundamental property lets us automatically deduce that a syntactically well-typed term is logically related to itself.\(^4\) This theorem is proven by showing that the logical relation is a congruence w.r.t. all typing rules.

### 3.2 reorderability Extension

Next, we add reorderability. The type system of ReLoC is not rich enough to state that a function is reorderable. To reason about reorderings, we extend the type system with a new type \( \tau_1 \rightarrow_{re} \tau_2 \) of reorderable functions. The typing rule for this type uses a new relation, \( \Gamma \vdash e : \tau \), which implies that \( e \) is a reorderable expression of type \( \tau \). This judgment is a restriction of the standard typing judgment \( \vdash \) that removes the rules for operations that have side effects. We then extend the standard typing judgement \( \vdash \) with two new rules for introducing and eliminating terms of type \( \rightarrow_{re} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma, x : \tau_1, f : \tau_1 \rightarrow_{re} \tau_2 & \quad \Gamma \vdash f : \tau_1 \rightarrow_{re} \tau_2 \\
\Gamma \vdash (\text{rec } f \ x = e) : \tau_1 & \quad \Gamma \vdash e : \tau_1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

The fragment \( \rightarrow_{re} \) is fairly limited, since expressions may not contain instructions with side effects. However, it is possible to bend this limitation. In the following, we will develop a logical relation for \( \rightarrow_{re} \) which admits additional terms that cannot be typed syntactically in the side-effect free fragment \( \rightarrow_{re} \), but are semantically reorderable. For example, \( \lambda_\_ \text{let } r = \text{ref}(41); !r + 1 \) and then are semantically reorderable even though they have side effects. To extend the logical relation

\(^4\)As is common for binary logical relations, a term \( e \) being self-related means that it is “well-behaved”. In this case, it means that \( e \) behaves like a syntactically well-typed term of type \( \tau \).
to support the reorderability type judgment (\(\leq^{\text{re}}\)) and reorderable function type (\(\rightarrow^{\text{re}}\), we take inspiration from Timany et al. [2018] to define a reorderable form of \(e_1 \leq e_2 : P\) as follows:

\[
(e_1 \leq^{\text{re}} e_2 : P) \triangleq \{\text{True}\} \ e_1 \ \exists v_1. \ P(v_1, v_2) \land e_2 \rightarrow^{\text{ghost}} v_2
\]

where \(e_1 \rightarrow^{\text{ghost}} e_2 \triangleq \forall j. \ K. \ j \Rightarrow K[e_1] \rightarrow \Rightarrow^{T}\leq_{\text{le}} j \Rightarrow K[e_2]\)

The key difference between \(\leq\) and \(\leq^{\text{re}}\) is that in the latter, the execution of the ghost program is moved entirely to the postcondition, as captured by the \(\rightarrow^{\text{ghost}}\) assertion. That is, instead of executing the ghost program and the implementation “in sync” (as with the usual \(\leq\) in ReLoC), we wait to run \(e_2\) until after \(e_1\) finishes running. This means \(e_1\) executes “independently” of \(e_2\), and subsequently \(e_2\) executes independently of \(e_1\). Disentangling \(e_1\) and \(e_2\) makes their executions reorderable, as we will see below. However, it also means physical steps of \(e_1\) no longer directly eliminate laters that come up when reasoning about \(e_2\). This could pose a problem if \(e_2\) needs to take non-timeless resources out of an invariant. Fortunately, because (\(\rightarrow^{\text{ghost}}\)) uses a later elimination update \(\Rightarrow^{T}\leq_{\text{le}}\) instead of a standard update \(\Rightarrow^{T}\), we can spend later credits generated by \(e_1\) as we execute ghost steps of \(e_2\).

We integrate reorderability into ReLoC by defining:

\[
\llbracket \tau \rightarrow^{\text{re}} \tau' \rrbracket \triangleq \lambda v_1, v_2. \ \forall u_1, u_2. \ \Box\llbracket \tau \rrbracket (u_1, u_2) \rightarrow (v_1, u_1) \leq^{\text{re}} (v_2, u_2) : \llbracket \tau' \rrbracket
\]

and lifting \(e_1 \leq^{\text{re}} e_2 : P\) to a version on open expressions \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e_2 : \tau\) analogous to \((\leq_{\log})\). The new relation \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e_2 : \tau\) ties neatly in with the standard ReLoC setup (from §3.1):

**Lemma 3.3.**

1. If \(\Gamma \vdash^{\text{re}} e : \tau\) then \(\Gamma \vdash e \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e : \tau\).
2. If \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e_2 : \tau\) then \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq_{\log} e_2 : \tau\).

Moreover, reorderability (\(\leq^{\text{re}}_{\log}\)) is strong enough to show the reorderings that we are after:

**Lemma 3.4 (Reorderings).**

1. If \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq_{\log} e_1' : \tau_1\) and \(\Gamma \vdash e_2 \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e_2' : \tau_2\), then \(\Gamma \vdash e_2 \parallel e_1 \leq_{\log} (e_2', e_1') : \tau_2 \times \tau_1\).
2. If \(\Gamma \vdash e_1 \leq_{\log} e_1' : 1\) and \(\Gamma \vdash e_2 \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} e_2' : 1\), then \(\Gamma \vdash e_2 ; e_1 \leq_{\log} e_1'; e_2' : 1\).

The proofs of both statements use the fact that \(e_2\) can run unconditionally in the target (since the precondition of (\(\leq^{\text{re}}_{\log}\)) is True) and that we can then delay execution of \(e_2'\) in the source arbitrarily. In particular, for the first statement, we let the right thread in the program \((e_1)\) execute “in sync” with \(e_1'\) in the ghost program (note that we use a right-to-left evaluation order). Meanwhile, the left thread \((e_2)\) can execute independently of the ghost program. Afterwards, we obtain the ghost execution of \(e_2'\) and use it to finish executing the ghost program.

### 3.3 Promises with Later Credits

Equipped with the notion of reorderability, we return to our motivating example: reordering promise operations. Our main result for promises will be that their operations are in the logical relation:

**Lemma 3.5 (Promise Typing).**

1. \(\vdash \text{promise} \leq_{\log} \text{promise} : 1 \rightarrow \text{pr}(\tau)\)
2. \(\vdash \text{resolve} \leq^{\text{re}}_{\log} \text{resolve} : \text{pr}(\tau) \times \tau \rightarrow^{\text{re}} 1\)
3. \(\vdash \text{then} \leq_{\log} \text{then} : \text{pr}(\tau) \times (\tau \rightarrow^{\text{re}} 1) \rightarrow^{\text{re}} 1\)

The proof of this lemma is challenging in terms of reasoning about different interleavings of the promise operations, but simple in terms of the later credits reasoning. Since we are mainly interested
in later credits, we will give a detailed description of the use of later credits (in §3.3.3), and only a high-level description of the rest of the proof with examples (in §3.3.1 and §3.3.2). Let us start with an example of the kind of re秩序ings we can prove with this lemma and Lemma 3.4:

**Corollary 3.6.**

\[
\begin{align*}
\Gamma \models e &\leq_{\log} e : 1 & p : \text{pr}(\tau) &\in \Gamma & f : \tau \rightarrow_{re} 1 &\in \Gamma \\
\Gamma \models \text{then}(p, f) ; e &\leq_{\log} e ; \text{then}(p, f) : 1
\end{align*}
\]

There are two things to note about this corollary. First, when we prove that an expression like \( e \) is reorderable, we can move its execution earlier. This includes moving it across an arbitrary expression \( e \), which could include additional calls to \( \text{then} \) or \( \text{resolve} \). Second, the corollary demonstrates the higher-order nature of the promise operations: \( \text{then} \) takes an arbitrary reorderable function \( f \) as its argument. In particular, \( f \) could resolve another promise \( q \) or (reentrantly) attach an additional continuation to \( p \), since the operations \( \text{then} \) and \( \text{resolve} \) are reorderable.

### 3.3.1 Promise Extension

Before we can prove Lemma 3.5, we have to extend the type interpretation \( \llbracket \cdot \rrbracket \) to include promises \( \text{pr}(\tau) \). The exact definition of \( \llbracket \text{pr}(\tau) \rrbracket \) is quite a mouthful and can be found in the supplementary material. It consists of a lock and an invariant, which together encode a transition system for each promise. Here, we focus on the transition system:

Initially, in state \( A \), the promise is unresolved in the program and the ghost program—the reference \( r \) is none, and the reference \( c \) is amassing continuations. The proposition \( \Phi \) in each state stores some additional data that we need for the verification (e.g., \( \Phi_A \) stores \( \llbracket \tau \rightarrow_{re} 1 \rrbracket(f, f) \) for each \( f \in T \)). We will return to \( \Phi \) when we discuss a concrete example (in §3.3.2). From state \( A \), we transition to state \( B \) when \( \text{resolve}(p, a) \) is executed in the program. We store \( a \) in the promise in the program but not yet in the ghost program, and we execute the continuations in \( T \). From state \( B \), we transition to state \( C \) when \( \text{resolve}(p, a) \) is executed in the ghost program. We store \( a \) in the reference and execute the continuations in \( S \). If then \( (p, f) \) is executed in either the program or the ghost program, we do not change the state in the transition system. Depending on whether the promise has been resolved yet or not, \( f \) is either stored in the continuation list or directly executed.

### 3.3.2 The Continuation Exchange

Let us return to Lemma 3.5. We focus on the “continuation exchange”, the key step in the proof where later credits will become necessary (in §3.3.3). To explain the continuation exchange, we use an instance of Corollary 3.6 as an example:

\[
p : \text{pr}(\tau), f : \tau \rightarrow_{re} 1, a : \tau \models \text{then}(p, f) ; \text{resolve}(p, a) \leq_{\log} \text{resolve}(p, a) ; \text{then}(p, f) : 1
\]

In this reordering, \( f \) is executed in different operations on both sides: on the left, \( f(a) \) is executed in \( \text{resolve}(p, a) \) and on the right, in \( \text{then}(p, f) \). Proving this one specific reordering directly is not difficult. But Lemma 3.5 is challenging because to establish the semantic typing judgments, we must prove local Hoare triples about each individual operation without knowing the global set of operations on a given promise. To support this local reasoning, we introduce a scheme to “transfer” the ghost execution of \( f(a) \) from \( \text{resolve} \) to \( \text{then} \). This exchange is facilitated through the transition system. To describe the exchange, we sketch the cases of Lemma 3.5, but to simplify
the explanation, we omit everything that is not relevant for the example. Remember that in each case, we first prove a Hoare triple about the program, and then subsequently show that the ghost program can be executed at any later point.

The resolve case. When resolve$(p, a)$ is executed in the program (after then$(p, f)$), we are in state A and we find the continuation $f \in T$. In this state, $\Phi_A$ ensures $\tau \to_{re} 1(f, f)$. We store $a$ in $r$, transition to state B, and proceed to execute $f(a)$ in the program using $\tau \to_{re} 1(f, f)$. Once we reach the end of resolve$(p, a)$, we have executed $f(a)$ using $\tau \to_{re} 1(f, f)$, and hence we own the ghost execution $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$. We use it to reason about resolve$(p, a)$ in the ghost program. In this example (assuming $S$ was initially empty), the ghost program observes that the continuation list $S$ is empty (in state B), so there is nothing to execute. It stores $a$ in $r$, thus advancing to state C. In this step, it stores the ghost execution $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ in the transition system in $\Phi_C$.

The then case. When then$(p, f)$ is executed in the program, we are in state A. We store $f$ in $T$, and we store $\tau \to_{re} 1(f, f)$ in $\Phi_A$ (see the resolve case). Afterwards, when then$(p, f)$ is executed in the ghost program, we are in state C. The promise has already been resolved and then$(p, f)$ will directly execute $f(a)$. Consequently, as part of proving then$(p, f)$, we need to establish the ghost execution $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$. Since $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ is stored in $\Phi_C$ at this point, we want to use it to finish the execution. This almost works, but a “$\Rightarrow$” gets in the way …

3.3.3 Using Later Credits. In the last step, we run into a “$\Rightarrow$” when we try to use the $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ stored in $\Phi_C$. Recall that the transition system is encoded in an invariant, which we will denote $\TS^N$ in the following. Hence, when we access the invariant in the final step, we only get $\bullet f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ out, but we need $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ to finish the proof, so (without later credits) we are stuck.

Let us zoom in on that last proof step. Formally, at that point in the proof, we have to show:

$$\TS^N \vdash \text{then}(p, f) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$$

and since the promise is resolved in the ghost program at that point, we will be in state C. We may open $\TS^N$ because of the update in $(\sim_{\text{ghost}} )$, but when we open $\TS^N$, we will only get access to $\bullet \TS$ (see InvOpenUpd), which effectively means we only get $\bullet f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$. To prove then$(p, f) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$, we need to eliminate the later, but there are no program steps around to justify an elimination—only ghost program steps (which do not allow later elimination). We are stuck.

With later credits, the solution is simple. When we reason about then (i.e., when we prove $\triangleright_{\text{log}}$ then $\leq_{\text{log}} : \pr(\tau) \times (\tau \to_{re} 1 \to_{re} 1)$, the execution in the program has plenty of steps that generate credits that we do not need—for example, the initial $\beta$-reduction step of then$(p, f)$. We can frame one of these credits $\ell 1$ to the postcondition, such that it becomes available when we need to prove then$(p, f) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$. That is, instead of $\TS^N \vdash \text{then}(p, f) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$, we now prove $\TS^N \ast \ell 1 \vdash \text{then}(p, f) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$. Thus, when we open $\TS^N$ this time, we can use the later credit $\ell 1$ and eliminate the later to obtain $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ and finish the proof.

4 Later Credits for Logical Atomicity

In this section, we demonstrate another use of later credits, namely for eliminating a lingering pain point in one of Iris’s specialties: logical atomicity proofs [Jung et al. 2015]. Inspired originally by the TaDA logic [da Rocha Pinto et al. 2014], logical atomicity is Iris’s technique for proving functional correctness of (fine-grained) concurrent data structures. Akin to the standard notion of

---

5One may wonder if we can get $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ out of the invariant during execution of then$(p, f)$ in the program, so that there are still program steps around. The answer is no, because during that execution, the promise will still be in state A. Thus, $f$ will be in the list, not executed, and $f(a) \sim_{\text{ghost}} ()$ is not yet available, since it only enters the invariant in state C.
Implementation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{new}(\) & \triangleq \text{let } (b, p) := (\text{ref}(0), \text{ref}(0)); \fork \{\text{bg\_thread}(b, p)\}; (b, p) \\
\text{incr}(b, p) & \triangleq \text{let } n = \text{FAA}(p, 1); \text{await\_backup}(b, n + 1); n \\
\text{get}(b, p) & \triangleq \text{let } n = ! p; \text{await\_backup}(b, n); n \\
\text{get\_backup}(b, p) & \triangleq ! b
\end{align*}
\]

Helper Functions

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{bg\_thread}(b, p) & \triangleq \text{let } n = ! p; b \leftarrow n; \text{bg\_thread}(b, p) // copy primary to backup, in a loop \\
\text{await\_backup}(b, n) & \triangleq \text{if } ! b < n \text{ then } \text{await\_backup}(b, n) \text{ else } () // loop until } ! b \text{ reaches } n
\end{align*}
\]

Specification

\[
\begin{align*}
\vdash \{\text{True}\} \text{ new}(\) & \{c. \exists y. \text{is\_counter}\_N(c) \ast \text{value}_y(0)\} \\
\text{is\_counter}\_N(c) & \vdash \langle n. \text{value}_y(n) \rangle \text{ incr}(c) \langle m. m = n \ast \text{value}_y(n + 1)\rangle_N \\
\text{is\_counter}\_N(c) & \vdash \langle n. \text{value}_y(n) \rangle \text{ get}(c) \langle m. m = n \ast \text{value}_y(n)\rangle_N \\
\text{is\_counter}\_N(c) & \vdash \langle n. \text{value}_y(n) \rangle \text{ get\_backup}(c) \langle m. m = n \ast \text{value}_y(n)\rangle_N
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 6. Counter with a backup.

Linearizability [Herlihy and Wing 1990], a logically atomic specification of a concurrent operation says that the operation appears to take effect atomically, even though it may actually take multiple physical steps. As a consequence, clients can reason about logically atomic operations (almost) as if they were physically atomic instructions—in particular, they can open invariants around them.

Logical atomicity has been successfully applied to a variety of challenging concurrent data structures [Jung et al. 2015, 2020; Birkedal et al. 2021; Frumin et al. 2021; Carbonneaux et al. 2022]. Unfortunately, in verifying logical atomicity for data structures that exhibit a common pattern known as “helping”, step-indexing has always caused trouble. “Helping” refers to the situation where one thread helps another thread complete its operation. In previous work, proving logical atomicity for data structures with helping necessitated the use of an “ugly” workaround (to quote its inventor [Jung 2019]) called “make-laterable”, which made logical atomicity harder to prove and harder to use for clients.

With later credits, we can avoid the need for “make-laterable” entirely, along with its limitations. To explain how, we will use a concrete example of a concurrent data structure that involves helping: a counter with a backup. We explain the counter (in §4.1), the intuitive argument for proving its logical atomicity (in §4.2), the reason we cannot implement that intuitive proof argument with “make-laterable” (in §4.3), and finally how later credits save the day (in §4.4).

4.1 A Counter with a Backup

Our motivating example is a counter with a backup (Figure 6). This counter is basically a regular monotone counter (as described in §2.1) with methods incr to increment the counter by 1 and get to get the current value of the counter. But there is a twist: the value of the counter is stored in two locations—the primary p and the backup b—and these two can get out of sync: the operation incr eagerly updates the primary p, but leaves updating the backup to a background thread (here, bg\_thread). Clients can directly access the backup b through a third operation, get\_backup, so it may seem like they can observe the difference between the primary and the backup. What makes this counter interesting is that they cannot, because incr and get wait for the backup to catch up.
To understand this counter better, let us consider a concrete example:

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{count}} \triangleq \text{let } c = \text{new}(); \text{fork } \{ \text{incr}(c) \}; \text{let } x = \text{get}(c); \text{let } y = \text{get\_backup}(c); (x, y) \]

Depending on when the increment occurs and when the background thread updates the backup \( b \), this expression has three possible values: \((0, 0)\), \((0, 1)\), and \((1, 1)\). One value that it does not have is \((1, 0)\). The outcome \((1, 0)\) is impossible, even though \text{get} reads the primary \( p \) and \text{get\_backup} reads the backup \( b \). The reason is that \text{get} \textit{waits} for the backup to catch up before returning its result, so we can be sure that any subsequent \text{get\_backup} cannot read “outdated” values.

The counter with a backup is clearly a contrived example. However, it originates from an issue arising in real data structures that need to be durable. For example, a key-value server will store the current mapping of keys to values on disk, but also keep an in-memory copy of that mapping to quickly reply to read requests. Updating the data on disk is inefficient, so a background thread batches concurrent writes to be able to write them to disk in one go. At any time, the system can crash and the in-memory copy disappears; after reboot and recovery, the state of the key-value server is restored from what was stored on disk at the time of the crash. Since the in-memory copy can be lost, the operations working on it need to wait for their changes to become permanent, so they avoid returning data that is later lost in a crash. To avoid all the complexities of crashes and durable state, we have condensed this problem down to its core. The key-value store is replaced by a single counter, the durable disk is replaced by a second copy of the counter in memory, and we use \text{get\_backup} to model the fact that this second copy is observable by clients through crashes.

**Helping.** The most interesting thing about the counter with a backup is the interaction between the background thread and the operations \text{get} and \text{incr}. Take \text{incr} for example. \text{incr} modifies the primary \( p \), but its effect only becomes observable (through the counter operations) once the background thread updates the backup \( b \). In other words, to complete its action, \text{incr} needs assistance from the background thread, which is typically called “helping”. In general, helping means that the point in time when the action of one operation appears to clients to “take effect”—also known as the \textit{linearization point} of the operation—is actually performed by \textit{another} “helping” thread. For \text{incr}, the linearization point is the update of \( b \) to \( n \) in the background thread, because that is when the new counter value actually becomes observable to other \text{get} and \text{get\_backup} operations. For \text{get}, in cases where the operation observes the primary \( p \) to be larger than the backup \( b \), the linearization point is \textit{also} the update of \( b \) in the background thread, because only then can other \text{get} and \text{get\_backup} operations also observe the new value (see the \( \varepsilon_{\text{count}} \) example).

What is particularly interesting about the helping in this example—and what makes it challenging to verify in existing Iris—is that at the point when the background thread updates \( b \), it may have to help (an arbitrary number of) \text{get} operations complete, but it does not know which operations those are in advance because the \text{get} operations do nothing to explicitly communicate their need to be helped. In fact, the background thread may have to help \text{get} operations which only began \textit{immediately before} the update of \( b \) to \( n \). We call this phenomenon \textit{unsolicited} helping, in contrast to the \textit{solicited} helping that occurs in the \text{incr} operation (since the latter communicates explicitly to the background thread by incrementing \( p \)). As we will soon see, helping (especially unsolicited helping) makes it difficult to verify data structures like this one in existing Iris, but later credits offer a simpler way.

### 4.2 Logical Atomicity

Let us attempt to verify the counter. We want to prove the standard specification of a logically atomic counter, meaning \text{get} (and \text{get\_backup}) observe the value of the counter at the linearization point and return it, while \text{incr} increments the value at the linearization point and returns the old
value. In the language of logical atomicity, we express this with the specification shown in Figure 6. Except for the initialization (where atomicity does not matter), the specification consists of several logically atomic triples \((x. P) f(a) (y. Q)_E\). These are special Hoare triples that describe the atomic action of \(f\) at the linearization point. For example, for \(\text{incr}\), the logically atomic specification is

\[
\langle n. \text{value}_\gamma(n) \rangle \text{incr}(c) \langle m. m = n \ast \text{value}_\gamma(n + 1) \rangle_N
\]

indicating that \(\text{incr}\) updates the value of the counter (identified by the logical name \(\gamma\)) from \(n\) to \(n + 1\). Here, the number \(n\) is supposed to be the value of the counter at the linearization point. Since the number \(n\) is typically not known before the execution of \(\text{incr}\) (and potentially changes during its execution), logically atomic triples have an additional binder “\(n\)” in their precondition. This binder can relate the value of \(n\) at the linearization point to the result of the triple “\(m\)” in the postcondition. In the case of \(\text{incr}\), we thus know that it returns the value of the counter at the linearization point similar to a fetch-and-add. The rest of the specification is bookkeeping: we keep some state of the counter in an invariant \(\text{is}\_\text{counter}\_\gamma^N(c)\), which means that the proof of \(\text{incr}\) needs access to invariant namespace \(N\) and that is reflected in the specification (it means clients may not open those invariants around a call to \(\text{incr}\)). We express the value of the counter with the (non-duplicable) predicate \(\text{value}_\gamma(n)\), and we connect both pieces through the name \(\gamma\).

**Logically atomic triples.** Fully explaining how one proves and uses logically atomic specifications is beyond the space limitations of this paper. Fortunately, to understand the step-indexing troubles that arise, a deep understanding of logical atomicity is not required. It suffices to know a little bit more about the definition of a logically atomic triple:

\[
\langle x. P \rangle e \langle y. Q \rangle_E \triangleq \forall R. \{ \text{AU}(x. P, y. Q)_E^L \} e \{ y. R \}
\]

Logically atomic triples are ordinary Hoare triples with a special atomic update \(\text{AU}\) in their precondition. The atomic update describes the “atomic action” of the operation. For example, in the case of \(\text{incr}\), the atomic update would be \(\text{AU}_{\text{incr}} \triangleq \text{AU}(n. \text{value}_\gamma(n), m. m = n \ast \text{value}_\gamma(n + 1))_N^R\), describing the abstract state change that we want \(\text{incr}\) to perform. When we prove a logically atomic triple, it is our job to make sure the atomic update \(\text{AU}\) is executed, meaning we have to update the program state and ghost state atomically in the way described by the abstract action. We have to execute the update, because executing it is the only way to obtain the postcondition \(R\) of the triple. We can update our state atomically by either (1) performing a physically atomic operation that corresponds to the update or (2) by calling another logically atomic operation.

**Proving logical atomicity in the presence of helping.** Let us return to helping. In the world of logical atomicity, helping means the helpee (e.g., \(\text{incr}\)) transfers its atomic update to the helper (e.g., the background thread). The helper then executes the atomic update at the linearization point of the helpee and returns the result \(R\). We refer to this mechanism as the helping exchange.

To understand the helping exchange better, we discuss helping the \(\text{incr}\) operation. We start with an idealized version of the exchange, because step-indexing sadly makes the matter more complicated. To initiate the exchange, \(\text{incr}\) sets up the following invariant:

\[
I_{\text{incr}} \triangleq (\text{AU}_{\text{incr}} \ast \text{pending}) \lor (R \ast \text{executed}) \lor \text{acknowledged}^N
\]

and shares it with the background thread through the invariant behind \(\text{is}\_\text{counter}\_\gamma^N(c)\). Here, we use the propositions pending, executed, and acknowledged to distinguish the different stages of the helping exchange.\(^6\) Initially, in the pending stage, \(\text{incr}\) stores its update in \(I_{\text{incr}}\) and then waits for the background thread. The background thread eventually reads \(p\) and then updates \(b\). In the step

\(^6\)We keep pending, executed, and acknowledged abstract here to simplify the presentation. Internally, they use ghost state to encode the different stages of the helping mechanism.
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where it updates \( b \), it linearizes the pending increment \( \text{incr} \). To do so, it opens the invariant \( I_{\text{inc}} \), takes out the atomic update \( AU_{\text{inc}} \), executes it (similar to how one executes \( \Rightarrow P \)), and puts the result \( R \) back into the invariant (advancing to the executed stage). Finally, \( \text{incr} \) observes the change of \( b \), opens \( I_{\text{inc}} \), and takes out the result \( R \) (advancing to the acknowledged stage).

4.3 Helping without Later Credits

Sadly, without later credits, the helping exchange for \( \text{incr} \) is more complicated, because step-indexing gets in the way. To execute \( AU_{\text{inc}} \) in the background thread, we first have to obtain ownership of the atomic update, which means taking it out of the invariant \( I_{\text{inc}} \). Unfortunately, there are some hurdles: \( AU_{\text{inc}} \) is not timeless and is stored in an invariant (i.e., \( I_{\text{inc}} \)), which itself is stored in another invariant (i.e., \( \text{is\_counter}^N(c) \)—a step-indexing nightmare. So we cannot just take \( AU_{\text{inc}} \) out of the invariant, execute it, and put back \( R \) back into the invariant, all in one step.

To escape this nightmare, the typical solicited helping proof is a play in three acts; we use \( \text{incr} \) to illustrate it. In the first act, the helper discovers the helpees it is helping (e.g., through reading \( p \)). At this point, it gains access to a \( \text{witness} \star W_{\text{inc}} \) for the waiting helpee—a resource relevant for the helping exchange, but guarded by a “\( \star \)” (It is not so important here what this witness is, only that we need to access it early.) In the second act, the helper takes a bookkeeping step of execution to eliminate the later (e.g., the reduction of \( \text{let} \)). In the third act, the helper reaches the linearization point (e.g., the update of \( b \)), and uses the witness \( W_{\text{inc}} \) to obtain access to \( AU_{\text{inc}} \) and execute it.

This strategy is suboptimal for several reasons. First, the helping exchange is more complicated than the intuition that we previously outlined and requires additional foresight. Second, making the dance with the witness \( W_{\text{inc}} \) work requires delicate step-indexing tricks behind the scenes. These tricks, known as “make-laterable”, are so cumbersome that even its inventor called them “ugly” [Jung 2019]. (With later credits, “make-laterable” becomes obsolete, so we spare the reader the details here.) Third, “make-laterable” comes at a cost: clients of logically atomic specifications are faced with additional proof obligations when they want to use them. And last but not least, this strategy does not work for unsolicited helping: we now use \( get \) to illustrate why not.

When the background thread reads the primary \( p \), it cannot gain access to the witnesses \( W_{\text{get}} \) of all the \( get \) operations it linearizes. The reason is that they might not be be there yet. That is, after the read of \( p \), a new \( get \) operation could arrive. This \( get \) will be linearized with the update to \( b \), but the background thread could not observe \( W_{\text{get}} \) yet when it read \( p \). Thus, even with the established bag of tricks, we cannot realize the standard three-part play for \( get \).

4.4 Helping with Later Credits

Enter later credits. With later credits, there is no need for a complicated three-act play because we can instead just eliminate the requisite number of laters right at the linearization point. Thus, we can avoid relying on the ugly “make-laterable” trick in the definition of \( AU \) (which in turn means fewer proof obligations for clients of logically atomic triples), and we can implement the idealized helping exchange as originally envisioned.

To enable helping proofs, we set up the following scheme with later credits: if a helpee wants help from a helper, it pays the helper with a later credit \( \text{\$1} \), which is sent along with the atomic update \( AU \) in the shared invariant. The credit remains in the invariant while the update is pending, and can be removed when the atomic update has been executed. For example, in the troubling case of \( get \), the invariant becomes:

\[
I_{\text{get}} \triangleq (AU_{\text{get}} \ast \text{\$1} \ast \text{pending}) \lor (R \ast \text{executed}) \lor \text{acknowledged}^N
\]

where \( AU_{\text{get}} \triangleq AU(n.\text{value}_{\gamma}(n), m. m = n \ast \text{value}_{\gamma}(n))^N_R \) is the atomic update of \( get \).
And that is it! In the presence of later credits, the idealized helping exchange just works. The later troubles vanish, since the helper always has a credit in hand when it needs to access an atomic update. For example, if the background thread needs to access the atomic update $\text{AU}_{\text{get}}$, then it can use the later credit stored along side with $\text{AU}_{\text{get}}$ to eliminate a guarding later from $\text{AU}_{\text{get}}$. Afterwards, it can execute the atomic update and return the result $R$. Since the update is no longer pending, it does not have to put any credits back.

For the helpee, producing the later credit is straightforward. In a non-trivial logically atomic operation, there are plenty of bookkeeping steps around that have nothing to do with the linearization point (e.g., the first step of beta reduction, let bindings, arithmetic, etc.), which all generate credits (see PureStep). Since each of these steps generates a credit, but there is only one linearization point per operation, there are typically plenty of credits available.

To validate this point, we used later credits to reprove the major benchmarks for logical atomicity (e.g., the elimination stack [Jung et al. 2015]) with our simplified definition of AU, replacing the three-act play by the idealized helping exchange. Make-laterable, be gone!

5 SOUNDNESS OF LATER CREDITS

We have now seen several applications of later credits, but we have yet to discuss how to justify their soundness. When we add later credits, the main challenge is that we have to ensure that the program logic remains adequate (i.e., correctness proofs in Iris mean something outside the logic):

**Theorem 5.1 (Adequacy).** Let $\phi$ be a first-order predicate on values. If $\vdash \{\text{True}\} e \{v, \phi(v)\}$ and $e$ executes in $n$ steps to $e'$, then $e'$ can either take another step or $e'$ is a value $v$ and $\phi(v)$ is true.

The adequacy theorem turns proofs of Hoare triples $\vdash \{\text{True}\} e \{v, \phi(v)\}$ into a correctness property of $e$, namely that $e$ is safe to execute and only terminates in values satisfying $\phi$. The adequacy theorem in the presence of later credits will be the main result of this section. We explain how it was proved before (in §5.1) and why it remains sound even with later credits (in §5.2).

5.1 Model of Iris’s Weakest Preconditions without Later Credits

To prove adequacy, we need to know how Iris models Hoare triples. In Iris, Hoare triples are defined as $\{P\} \vdash e \{v, Q\} \triangleq \Box (P \rightarrow \wp e \{v, Q\})$, where $\wp e \{v, Q\}$ is the weakest precondition that is required for $e$ to terminate safely in a value $v$ satisfying $Q$ or else diverge. Hence, to show a Hoare triple $\{P\} e \{v, Q\}$, we show that the precondition $P$ implies (in the separation logic sense) the weakest precondition of $e$. (The persistence modality "$\Box$" ensures that Hoare triples are duplicable facts, so we can use them multiple times.)

The definition of $\wp e \{v, Q\}$ itself is quite a mouthful (see the supplementary material). To explain how later credits fit in, we condense it to its core by omitting masks and ignoring concurrency:

$$
\begin{align*}
\wp e \{v, Q\} & \triangleq \Rightarrow Q[e/v] & \text{if } e \in \text{Val} \\
\wp e \{v, Q\} & \triangleq \forall \sigma. S(\sigma) \Rightarrow \text{red}(e, \sigma) \ast (\forall e', \sigma'. (e, \sigma) \Rightarrow (e', \sigma') \ast \Rightarrow S(\sigma') \ast \wp e' \{v, Q\}) & \text{if } e \notin \text{Val}
\end{align*}
$$

In the value case, the weakest precondition is simply the postcondition $Q$ after an update. Otherwise, if $e$ is not a value, then the weakest precondition consists of a progress and a preservation part. (The proposition $S$ is the state interpretation, which ties the heap $\sigma$ in the weakest precondition to the assertions $\Gamma \vdash \nu$ in the program logic. Since the heap is orthogonal to later credits, we will largely ignore the state interpretation in the following.) The progress part requires that $e$ is never stuck in the current heap, meaning $\text{red}(e, \sigma) \triangleq (\exists e', \sigma'. (e, \sigma) \Rightarrow (e', \sigma'))$. The preservation part requires us to establish the weakest precondition again after every possible step of $e$.
When we prove a weakest precondition, the updates "\(\Rightarrow\)" in the definition enable us to update our ghost state (see UpdExe) and the later "\(\triangleright\)" enables us to eliminate later steps when we take program steps (cf. PureStep). Readers familiar with step-indexing may think of this later modality as a decrease in the underlying step-index. For example, if we prove \(\text{wp} e \{ v. Q \}\) and we take a pure step \(e \rightarrow_{\text{pure}} e'\), then we only need to prove \(\text{wp} e' \{ v. Q \}\) later (so one step-index lower), which justifies removing a guarding later from all assumptions in our current proof context. (Formally, the rule LaterMono is used to justify removing a later from both the goal and the assumptions.)

**Proving adequacy.** Let us now return to the adequacy theorem. To simplify the proof sketch, we prove a slightly weaker form (which ignores progress, because progress is proven analogously), and we start directly with the weakest precondition (instead of a Hoare triple):

**Lemma 5.2.** Let \(\vdash \text{wp} e_0 \{ v. \phi(v) \}\). If \((e_0, \sigma_0) \rightarrow^n (e_n, \sigma_n)\) where \(e_n\) is a value, then \(\phi(e_n)\) holds.

**Proof Sketch.** We initialize the state interpretation \(S\), obtaining \(\vdash \Rightarrow S(\sigma_0) \ast \text{wp} e_0 \{ v. \phi(v) \}\). Consider the case where \(n > 0\) and \((e_0, \sigma_0) \rightarrow (e_1, \sigma_1) \rightarrow^{n-1} (e_n, \sigma_n)\). We unfold the weakest precondition and thus obtain:

\[
\vdash \Rightarrow S(\sigma_0) \ast (\forall \sigma. S(\sigma) \rightarrow \Rightarrow \text{red}(e_0, \sigma) \ast (\forall e', \sigma'. (e_0, \sigma) \rightarrow (e', \sigma') \rightarrow \Rightarrow S(\sigma') \ast \text{wp} e' \{ v. \phi(v) \}))
\]

Since we have the the state interpretation \(S\) and a step of \(e_0\), we can instantiate the assumptions, drop red, and obtain \(\vdash \Rightarrow \Rightarrow S(\sigma_1) \ast \text{wp} e_1 \{ v. \phi(v) \}\). Doing the same again for the next step under the modalities "\(\Rightarrow\)" yields \(\vdash (\Rightarrow \Rightarrow) S(\sigma_2) \ast \text{wp} e_2 \{ v. \phi(v) \}\). We can then inductively repeat this process until we reach the value \(e_n\). At that point, we obtain \(\vdash (\Rightarrow \Rightarrow) \Rightarrow \phi(e_n)\) after dropping the state interpretation. Thus, the weakest precondition yields our desired postcondition \(\phi(e_n)\), albeit under a number of updates and later modalities. (We arrive at the same conclusion for \(n = 0\).) Finally, to obtain \(\phi(e_n)\) without the updates and laters, we use Lemma 5.3 (below).

In Iris, if one proves a first-order proposition \(\phi\) under an interleaving of updates and laters, then \(\phi\) must hold, since it neither depends on step-indexing nor on resources:

**Lemma 5.3.** Let \(\phi\) be a first-order proposition. If \(\vdash (\Rightarrow \Rightarrow) \Rightarrow \phi\), then \(\phi\) holds.

How exactly this lemma is proven does not really matter for later credits, so we will not digress here.\(^7\) What is important for us is that (1) it holds and (2) we can use it to prove adequacy of Hoare triples. With Lemma 5.3, we conclude our review of the original adequacy proof in Iris.

### 5.2 Modeling Later Credits

With later credits, we introduce an additional layer in between program steps and laters. In the definition of the weakest precondition above, the later "\(\triangleright\)" enables later eliminations. It tightly couples them to program steps, since after each program step, we get to eliminate another later. Later credits relax this connection. With later credits, a credit \(\ell 1\) becomes available with every program step. We can spend it immediately to eliminate a later, or we can save it for another proof step. This "amortized" form of reasoning about later eliminations works, because all that matters for adequacy is that in an \(n\)-step execution at most \(n\) laters are eliminated. It matters less (as we will see below) when these laters are eliminated, so we delegate the responsibility to "track" later eliminations to a new modality, the later elimination update \(\triangleright_{\text{le}} P\).

\(^7\) Readers familiar with step-indexing can think of the proof of Lemma 5.3 as picking the step-index \(n + 1\), which lets one obtain the first-order proposition \(\phi\) at step-index 1, meaning \(\phi\) must hold.
The weakest precondition. We redefine the weakest precondition (roughly) as:
\[
\text{wp } e \{v. Q\} \triangleq \triangleright_{\text{le}} Q[e/v] \quad \text{if } e \in \text{Val}
\]
\[
\text{wp } e \{v. Q\} \triangleq \forall \sigma. S(\sigma) \rightarrow \triangleright_{\text{le}} \text{red}(e, \sigma) * \quad \text{if } e \notin \text{Val}
\]
\[(\forall e'. \sigma'.(e, \sigma) \rightarrow (e', \sigma') \rightarrow e \leftarrow e' \leftarrow \triangleright_{\text{le}} S(\sigma') * \text{wp } e' \{v. Q\})\]

The changes are highlighted in purple: we use later elimination updates instead of standard updates and we make a new credit available after every step. In this updated definition, the connection between program steps and later eliminations is relaxed, because physical steps yield later credits which can subsequently be used for later eliminations virtually anywhere in the rest of a proof.

Adequacy. Let us return to adequacy. For simplicity, we focus again on the special case:

**Lemma 5.4.** Let \(\vdash \text{wp } e_0 \{v. \phi(v)\}\). If \((e_0, \sigma_0) \rightarrow^n (e_n, \sigma_n)\) where \(e_n\) is a value, then \(\phi(e_n)\) holds.

**Proof Sketch.** The proof starts virtually unchanged, meaning we unfold the weakest precondition \(n\) times and we instantiate the execution of \(e_0\). We then obtain:
\[
\vdash (\triangleright_{\text{le}} (e \leftarrow 1 \triangleright_{\text{le}}))^n \triangleright_{\text{le}} \phi(e_n)
\]

Instead of updates and laters, here we iterate later elimination updates and credit assumptions “\(e \leftarrow\)”. We can pull all the credit assumptions out and obtain \(\vdash e \leftarrow (\triangleright_{\text{le}} \triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \triangleright_{\text{le}} \phi(e_n)\). Using transitivity of “\(\triangleright_{\text{le}}\)”, this can be simplified to \(\vdash e \leftarrow (\triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \phi(e_n)\). From here, the desired goal \(\phi(e_n)\) follows by chaining soundness of the later elimination update Lemma 5.5 (below) and Lemma 5.3. \(\Box\)

In the proof of Lemma 5.4, we can see that later credits delegate the responsibility of later management to the later elimination update. The proof boils down to \(\vdash e \leftarrow (\triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \phi(e_n)\), and from there we can retrieve the “amortized” interleaving of laters through the following soundness lemma:

**Lemma 5.5.** If \(\vdash e \leftarrow (\triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \phi\), then \(\vdash (\triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \triangleright_{\text{le}} \phi\).

In other words, the later elimination update aggregates all of our step-index decreases and ghost state updates. We first define it and then return to the proof of Lemma 5.5 below.

The later elimination update. The later elimination update can be defined using the existing connectives of Iris, so we never have to touch the underlying model. In fact, we have discussed almost all the pieces that are needed to define it. There is just one missing, the credit supply \(\bullet_m\). The credit supply \(\bullet_m\) is a piece of ghost state tracking the total number of available credits. That is, its value \(m\) is, at any time, the sum of all the credits \(e\) distributed in the logic. Thus, it satisfies the following rules:

\[
\text{SupplyBound} \quad \bullet_m * e \leftarrow n \vdash m \geq n
\]
\[
\text{SupplyDecr} \quad \bullet_m (n + m) * e \leftarrow \vdash \triangleright_{\text{le}} \bullet_m
\]

The rule **SupplyBound** ensures that \(\bullet_m\) is an upper bound. The rule **SupplyDecr** allows us to decrement the supply by giving up some credits. Readers familiar with Iris’s model of resources can think of the supply \(\bullet_m\) and the credits \(e\) as the elements of the resource algebra \(\text{Auth}(\mathbb{N}, +)\).

We now turn to the later elimination update. Based on what we have seen, \(\triangleright_{\text{le}}\) must be a monad, must connect later credits to later eliminations, and must enable ghost state updates. We define:
\[
\vdash (e \leftarrow \triangleright_{\text{le}})^n \rightarrow (e \leftarrow m) * e \leftarrow \triangleright_{\text{le}} P
\]

Let us break the definition into pieces. First, the definition quantifies over the current credit supply \(\bullet_n\). As a consequence, when we prove \(\triangleright_{\text{le}} P\), we can make use of the rules **SupplyDecr** and **SupplyBound** to (potentially) decrease the credit supply if we are willing to give up a later credit \(e\). Second, after an update to the ghost state, the later elimination update offers a choice: we
can either (1) return the supply and prove $P$ (turning it into a standard update), or (2) decrease the supply and correspondingly wrap the goal with a later, thereby enabling one later to be eliminated from any assumption in the context. (Note that the latter case is analogous to how $\triangleright$ was used to support later elimination in Iris’s original definition of the weakest precondition.) Finally, the definition is recursive, so we can repeat both ghost state updates and later eliminations (if we have additional credits). This recursion is handled with Iris’s guarded fixpoints [Jung et al. 2018b].

Let us now return to the soundness statement of the later elimination update:

**Lemma 5.5.** If $\not\neg n \vdash \triangleright le \phi$, then $\vdash (\triangleright \triangleright le)^n \triangleright \phi$.

**Proof Sketch.** We allocate $\not\neg n$ and $\not\neg n$. Together with our assumption $\not\neg n \vdash \triangleright le \phi$, we obtain effectively $\not\neg n \triangleright le \phi$. We then unroll the later elimination update analogously to adequacy of the weakest precondition. After $n$ unrollings, the base case “$\triangleright P$” must have been chosen, because the credit supply can be decremented at most $n$ times. □

**Backwards compatibility.** In large parts of Iris, including the weakest precondition, we replace the standard update modality “$\triangleright$” with the later elimination update “$\triangleright le$” (see the supplementary material). Since $\triangleright le$ and $\triangleright$ satisfy nearly identical rules, the later credits mechanism is mostly backwards compatible. The only rules that the new update modality does not satisfy are interaction rules with Iris’s “plainly modality” $\boxdot P$. These rules were introduced by Timany et al. [2018] for a logical relation for Haskell’s ST monad, but are rarely used elsewhere in the Iris ecosystem.

### 6 EXTENSIONS

In this section, we discuss prior techniques to extend step-indexing, and explain how later credits complement them. We give an overview of the techniques in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of laters that can be eliminated per program step</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional step-indexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folklore extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible step-indexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfinite step-indexing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traditional step-indexing allows for the elimination of exactly one later per program step. It is folklore that this can be relaxed to $k$ laters per program step. Jourdan [2021] shows that the number $k$ does not have to be fixed upfront, but can depend on the program execution, so one can eliminate 1 later after the first step, 2 after the second, 3 after the third, etc. This extension of step-indexing uses *time receipts* [Mével et al. 2019] to keep track of the number of program steps. It is also possible to eliminate an arbitrary number of laters per step as shown by Svendsen et al. [2016] for step-indexed logical relations and Spies et al. [2021] for Iris. This requires a transfinitely step-indexed model, *i.e.*, with ordinals instead of natural numbers as step indices.

In all of these techniques, later elimination remains coupled to program steps—*i.e.*, a later can only be eliminated if the goal is a weakest precondition. Later credits are fundamentally different, because they turn the right to eliminate a later into an ownable resource $\not\neg 1$ that can be saved and used even when the goal is merely an update modality. This decoupling is crucial for proofs where there is no program in sight when a later needs to be eliminated (*e.g.*, the examples from §3 and §4).

That said, later credits can be *combined* with these techniques to unlock additional, interesting applications. We combine flexible step-indexing and later credits (in §6.1), and use them for two examples: prepaid invariants and reverse refinements. We then discuss the extension of later credits to transfinitely step-indexing and point out trade-offs compared to flexible finite step-indexing (§6.2).
6.1 Flexible Step-Indexing

Similar to Jourdan [2021] and Mével et al. [2019], we use time receipts to reflect the number of previous program steps into Iris. The rules of our extension are shown in Figure 7. Each execution step produces a time receipt $\mathbf{x} 1$ and a credit $\mathbf{E} 1$ (PureStepReceipt). The receipts can be used to generate later credits (ReceiptCreditsPost). That is, if we own $n$ receipts $\mathbf{x} n$, then we can leverage these receipts to generate an additional $n$ credits $\mathbf{E} n$ after the next step of execution. We now briefly sketch two applications of this extension. Their details can be found in the supplementary material.

Prepaid invariants. Prepaid invariants $R_{\text{pre}}^N \triangleq R \times [1 \gg R]$ store a later credit and a time receipt. Their distinguishing feature is that they can be opened around physically atomic instructions without a guarding later (InvPreOpen). The trick is that when we open the underlying invariant the later credit $\mathbf{E} 1$ can be used to eliminate the guarding later from $R$, and the time receipt $\mathbf{x} 1$ can be used to restore the later credit in the postcondition (with ReceiptCreditsPost). Since there is no “$\gg$” in InvPreOpen, we do not have to worry about later elimination when we work with, for example, nested invariants (see §1). However, we cannot open prepaid invariants around updates without a guarding later (see InvOpenUpd), because updates do not generate later credits.

Reverse refinements. Later credits with flexible step-indexing can also solve an issue with step-indexed logical relations described by Svendsen et al. [2016]. The problem they highlight involves proving a contextual equivalence $F e \equiv_{\text{ctx}} e : \tau$ for all expressions $e : \tau$ given a function $F : \tau \rightarrow \tau$. Proving such equivalences is commonly done by showing logical refinements in both directions. In the direction $F e \leq_{\log} e : \tau$, evaluating $F e$ takes steps that provide opportunities to eliminate laters. In the reverse refinement $e \leq_{\log} F e : \tau$, that is not the case—we need to prove $e \leq_{\log} F e : \tau$ for all $e : \tau$, meaning that $e$ could be a value, which takes no steps.

Svendsen et al. use a transfinite step-indexed logical relation to address this. But transfinite step-indexed models come with trade-offs (see §6.2), so we show that later credits provide an alternate solution. We do this by extending ReLoC and proving the reverse refinement example of Svendsen et al., as well as a new and more difficult example involving concurrent memoization.

6.2 Transfinite Step-Indexing

When combining Transfinite Iris [Spies et al. 2021] with later credits, we obtain a rule that allows us to allocate an arbitrary number of credits in the postcondition of an expression:

\[
\text{CreditsPost} \quad \frac{\{P\} e \{v. Q\} \quad e \not\in \text{Val}}{\{P\} e \{v. Q * \mathbf{E} n\}}
\]
At first glance, transfinite step-indexing may seem like a strict improvement over flexible step-indexing since it lets us obtain \( n \) credits in each step without the need for time receipts (cf. \texttt{Receipt-CreditsPost}). But there is a trade-off: as Spies et al. [2021] explain, the commuting rules \texttt{LaterExists} and \texttt{LaterSep} are not sound in a transfinite model. These rules are used widely in existing Iris proofs (e.g., for logical atomicity), and it is not clear whether all of those proofs could be salvaged in Transfinite Iris. Conversely, the rule \texttt{CreditsPost} is unsound in a finitely step-indexed model—it allows us to prove \( \{\text{True}\} \text{ skip } \{\_\_ \text{ False}\} \) as shown in the supplementary material [Anonymous 2021]. Thus, advanced users of later credits have a choice: work in the flexible finite model with time receipts, or work in the transfinite model without the commuting rules.

7 RELATED WORK

**Multiple later eliminations per step.** Svendsen et al. [2016] and Jourdan [2021] have proposed techniques to generalize the traditional approach of “one-later-per-step” to allow multiple step-index decreases per step. We have discussed these techniques in §6. As explained there, later credits are not an alternative to these techniques, they complement them. In particular, for the applications presented in this work—especially those in §3 and §4—it is vital that we can eliminate later modalities even when we are not proving a Hoare triple, which neither approach supports.

**Steel.** Steel [Swamy et al. 2020; Fromherz et al. 2021] is a shallow embedding of concurrent separation logic in F\(^*\). Inspired by Iris, Steel supports dynamically allocated invariants but unlike Iris, opening an invariant in Steel does not introduce a later. Nevertheless, the underlying soundness argument crucially relies on program steps [Swamy et al. 2020, Page 18], as in Iris. The difference arises because Steel treats ghost operations such as opening invariants as \textit{explicit ghost code} that can take steps (which can then be erased before execution), allowing them to hide the later modality from the rule to open invariants. The price for this more convenient interface is a loss in expressiveness—there is no Steel connective corresponding to Iris’s update modality (“ghost actions without code”, which logically atomic specifications are built on), and the authors of Steel say that “contextual refinement proofs are beyond what is possible in Steel” [Fromherz et al. 2021, Page 27].

**Logical atomicity and linearizability.** The main point of logical atomicity is to put user-defined, linearizable operations on (almost) the same footing as physically atomic instructions. In particular, users can open invariants around logically atomic operations. Prior work on logical atomicity either does not support helping [da Rocha Pinto et al. 2014] or relies on impredicative invariants in a step-indexed separation logic [Svendsen and Birkedal 2014; Jung et al. 2015, 2020] with its suite of later elimination challenges. Later credits thus represent a significant step forward for logical atomicity proofs in general.

As Birkedal et al. [2021] show, logical atomicity can also be used to prove the more traditional notion of linearizability [Herlihy and Wing 1990]. To express and prove linearizability, many alternative approaches have been studied in prior work [Elmas et al. 2010; Liang and Feng 2013; Turon et al. 2013; Sergey et al. 2015; Chakraborty et al. 2015; Khyzha et al. 2016; Nanevski et al. 2019]. Those alternatives do not rely on impredicative invariants and, hence, they do not suffer from the step-indexing problems that later credits help solve. On the flip side, they also do not allow clients to treat linearizable operations “as if” they were physically atomic, meaning clients cannot open invariants around such user-defined operations.

**Reordering refinements.** For stateful programming languages Benton et al. investigated reordering refinements based on type-and-effect systems in a series of papers [Benton et al. 2006; Benton and Buchlovsky 2007; Benton et al. 2007, 2009]. Their work was extended by Thamsborg and Birkedal [2011] to a language with higher-order state and effect-masking. We focus on the
work of Krogh-Jespersen et al. [2017] (which generalizes Thamsborg and Birkedal [2011]) and Timany et al. [2018], because they consider languages with cyclic features such as higher-order state and recursive types. These cyclic features are typically what motivate the use of step-indexing in a logical relation, but they also add an additional layer of complexity in reordering proofs. Krogh-Jespersen et al. [2017] prove reorderings in a concurrent stateful language with an effect type system; their model supports reorderings of operations that write to disjoint parts of the heap and thus does not scale to the promise operations in §3. Timany et al. [2018] prove reorderings for a sequential language in the presence of Haskell’s ST monad. They verify reorderings of pure computations (with stateful subcomputations encapsulated using ST), but for stateful computations they only show the expected monadic rules for the state monad. As mentioned earlier, our definition of reordering refinement is inspired by Timany et al. [2018]. The crucial difference is that we “bake in” support for later credits. As a consequence, we can prove the higher-order stateful reorderings of the promise operations (in §3), which are beyond the model of Timany et al. The key step in the proof, where we use an impredicative invariant to transfer the source execution between operations, is only possible because we can use later credits to eliminate the irksome laters that pop up.
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